French people read in the press this week that TOTAL, the French oil company
which made 10 billions € profits worldwide last year, hasn’t paid corporate tax in
France in 2013 (as well as in 2009, 2010 and 2011).
But the company announced that it has signed an agreement with the ministers
of education, culture and youth in order to finance a 4 million program for this
year (which represents 10% of the annual budget for artistic and cultural
education for young people).
This is not the world we want to live in, where companies are not participating to
public budget through regular taxes but chose to subsidy directly the public
policies they prefer pretending to have a philanthropic attitude. It is undemocratic
and unfair. It is for those companies a very cheap way to improve their reputation
and to shape the design and the implementation of such policies. And if there
were no tax dodging, Ministers shouldn’t be forced to beg companies to pay for
specific programs.
We believe our campaign can help us to stop this phenomenon before it is too
late.
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I am advocacy officer in a big French NGO (catholic committee against hunger
and for development).
I am working on financing for development issues. Ten years ago, we started to
understand that developing countries were loosing annually through illicit financial
flows almost 10 times the amount of money they are supposed to receive as
Official development aid from rich countries. So now I spend most of my time
campaigning against financial secrecy, tax havens and tax avoidance.
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I am also coordinating the work of the French Platform on Tax and Judicial
Havens (Plateforme Paradis Fiscaux et Judiciaires)
Created in 2006, this platform allows members to share expertise and advocacy
initiatives. It developed its own proposals in order to reduce financial opacity, to
curb tax evasion and avoidance and to finance development in a long term
perspective.
The platform brings together 18 civil society organizations in France, involved in
the fight against tax havens and financial opacity such as trade unions,
development NGOs, anti corruption NGO, environmental NGOs, grass-roots
movements.
The French platform is also part of Tax Justice Network and now the Global
Alliance for Tax Justice
Members of the French platform on Tax and Judicial Havens :
Les Amis de la Terre [Friends of the Earth]- Anticor - Attac France - CADTM
France – CCFD-Terre Solidaire - CFDT - CGT - CRID - Droit pour la justice Oxfam France – Justice et Paix - Réseau Foi et Justice Afrique Europe - Secours
catholique Caritas France - Sherpa - Survie - Syndicat de la magistrature – SNUI
- Transparency International France
Website : www.stopparadisfiscaux.fr
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One of the works we have done repeatedly year after year is to try to assess the
practices of big multinational companies regarding tax issues.
Given the lack of information available in their financial reports, we started as
many other organizations, to assess how many subsidiaries those companies
have in tax havens.
This is the map of a report published in June 2013 about the 50 biggest
European companies.
For instance we found that Lloyds Bank in UK or CNP Assurance (French
insurance company) have almost 60% of offshore subsidiaries.
Deutsche Bank has more then half of its subsidiaries in tax havens, with for
instance 365 entities in Delaware only.
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We could have hoped and waited that G20 countries solve the problem but we were not
very confident and we thought the issue was too serious to let the G20 deal alone with it.
Briefly, there are three ways to fight against tax havens :
- You can target the territories, the users (companies and individuals) or the
intermediaries
G20 countries choose first to target only the territories in 2009 and it appeared very clear
for us that it was not enough.

So we decided to launch a campaign in order to mobilize broadly against tax havens.
The launch was in September 2009 ahead of the Pittsburgh G20 summit, the very week
when Nicolas Sarkozy announced on French TV that “we were done with tax havens”!
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Our main concern was to keep the momentum in France on tax havens in the
aftermath of the London Summit, April 2009. Our wish was to build a truly
massive citizenship campaign explaining that:
- First, tax havens are not just far away exotic small Islands but rather the
shadow parallel system on which our economy is built: the main culprits are
our banks, multinationals and hedge funds…
- Second, that anyone can undertake action to put an end to tax havens
whatever its position, power… we can all in different ways demand more
transparency from companies using tax havens and depriving both developed
and developing countries budgets of needed resources.
We set up a broad range of possible actions for different groups of actors.
Citizens
Citizens have been invited to sign on a petition and to send letters to local
elected people and to their banks asking them about their presence in tax
havens: hundreds of letters had been sent and received varying and interesting
answers from banks.
Trade unionists
In French law, the employee representative body has the right to ask for annual
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counter-audit of companies annual accounts by an accountant. So the main trade
unions in banks agreed to ask through this audit process a detailed presentation
of the banks activities in each country they operate.
Local councils
We thought that another external pressure on companies to make them more
transparent could come from local authorities contracting with them. We have
invited local governments to deal with tax havens issues that have been seen so
far as very technical and only part on the international fora by using their calls for
tender to require the tendering companies to present their activities on a country
by country basis. We started with financial sector because the selection of bank
partners is not framed under the public market code and offer more flexibility in
order to include additional criteria such as country by country transparency.

Leaders of company
We have met for one year different corporate representatives to present our idea
of a “Free tax havens label” to make companies voluntarily disclose information
regarding their activities in each country where they operate. The idea was not a
real legal and in-depth label with control by civil society but rather an easy and
sarcastic way for French companies to denounce the unfair competition created
when large companies shift profits in low tax jurisdictions. The company willing to
use it would have been asked first to disclose its tax information in its annuals
accounts and make that information available to the employee representative
body. We didn’t achieved notable progress on this field and we’ll probably think
again about this based on the initiative Leonie will present later.

It was not really decided in advance but we finally targeted at the beginning in
priority French banks. In France, since 2009 banks were already supposed to stop
working in tax havens according to the French very restricted definition. We’ve
seen banks closing their activities in Panama or Philippines but obviously
Caymans, Jersey, Luxembourg, Hong Kong or Monaco were outside the scope.
This is the main problem with the boycott of companies located in a specific list of
territories : how do you decide about the list and resist the pressure from those
territories and companies working there ?
CbC is much more precise because it suggests that a company can have
subsidiary in a tax haven for real local activities but the disclosure of country
information will let us know if there is economic substance or not and if the
allocation of profits and taxes looks faire or not.
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The success story of the “Free tax havens territories”
In March 2010, our activists called on the candidates for regional elections to
support “Free tax havens territories” and received many pledges. The Ile de
France, Paris region, made a breakthrough in June 2010 when they announced
they will invite their financial partners to present their activities on a country by
country basis every year. The measure proposed by “Europe Ecologie”, the
European Green party, was agreed unanimously! Since then, 18 French regions
(out of 22) committed to transparency requirements.
Then, 19 municipalities took also some measures.
Three level of involvement :
- Yellow : the local government adopted only a statement against tax havens,
calling national government to act. The scope of this non mandatory initiative
remains largely symbolic
- Orange : a rule was adopted against tax havens but only requiring
transparency about banks’ presence in non cooperative jurisdictions listed by
France (which was already in the French national law since 2009)
- Red : a mandatory rule was adopted asking financial partners for country by
country transparency. If the banks partners are not fulfilling this commitment
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during the contract, the local government can decide not to select the same
bank for the next contract.
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As a conclusion,
I am very exciting about the initiative of the local elected people and this
European call.
A friend of mine in Peru told me yesterday when he received our press release
and that he would go to the Lima municipality in order to ask them to be involved
in that movement too.
I hope it could become one day a global movement.
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